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Issue
Asterisk for RO would be great. Judge forms don't need.
Scorer form something would help. CC would know not for
placement from setup, but event scorer would not know. A
visual clue would be helpful.
Asterisk for forms and reports, but 999 for WSP file only. Can
you reserve the asterisk to equal 999 in background?

Notes
Place asterisk in order cell when ReadyForPlcmt is N. Also
added Plcmt: N to judge forms. Put ** in placement cell for
event summary

Place asterisk in order cell when ReadyForPlcmt is N. Also
added Plcmt: N to judge forms. Put ** in placement cell for
event summary
When OOC is used but there is 1 or more trick after the trick Determined that the update processing was being executed
marked OOC there are 2 message boxes being displayed with twice inadvertently
the same message
If the first trick of a pass is out of course and is marked OOC
then the score will not calculate. Work around is to mark the
trick as "Before"
My son, Jake Galante, ran 15 MPH LL, then ran 17 MPH LL, Determining the final pass for speed and line length did not
take into account a score of zero on the last pass. This has
then went inside 1 ball at 19, total score is 12 buoys, which
been corrected
should read 'zero at 19', but the results printed 'zero at 17'.
I've heard similar things have happened when skiers opted up,
it displayed the correct score, but wrong details about speed
and line length. Denise Goldman was Chief Scorer. The total
score appears correct no our end.
Brandy Nagle
Would like a warning when more than 1 chief official has been It seemed that this was happening frequently and while
assigned
allowed it seemed like more often It might have been
unintentional

